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ABSTRACT

The vacuum vessel of KT-2 tokamak is protected from high
thermal loads by various kinds of plasma facing components (PFC):
outer and inner divertors, neutral baffle, inboard limiter,'poloidal
limiter, movable limter and passive plate, installed on the inner wall
of the vessel. In this report the pre-engineering design of the plasma
facing components, including design requirements and functions,
structures of PFC assemblies, configuration of cooling systems,
calculations of some mechanical and hydraulic parameters, is
presented. Pumping systems for the movable limiter and the divertor
are also discussed briefly.
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ANNEX-DRAWINGS

PLASMA FACING COMPONENT

Poloidal cross-sectional view of whole PFC system 1
Toloidal cross-sectional view of 1 -quadrant PFC system 1

OUTER DIVERTOR
Outer divertor arrangement 1
Outer divertor unit 2
Outer divertor support 2
Outer divertor module 6

INNER DIVERTOR
Inner divertor arrangement 1
Inner divertor unit 2
Inner divertor support 2
Inner divertor module 6

NEUTRAL BAFFLE
Neutral baffle arrangement 1
Neutral baffle unit 2
Neutral baffle support 2
Neutral baffle module 6

COOLING SYSTEM
Cooling system arrangement 2
Cooling unit 1
Cooling unit support 2
Cooling unit feedthrough 2
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PASSIVE PLATE & OUTER BAFFLE
Passive plate & outer baffle unit 1
Passive plate & outer baffle support 1

INBOARD LIMITER
Inboard limiter arrangement 1
Inboard limiter unit 2
Inboard limiter support 1

POLOIDAL LIMITER
Poloidal limiter arrangement 1
Poloidal limiter 2
Poloidal limiter support 1

MOVABLE LIMITER
Movable limiter assembly 1
Main move mechanism 2
Adjusting system for throat gap 1
Limiter head assembly 5
NEG pump 2
Cooling system 1
Diagnostic thermocouple 1

CRYOPUMP SYSTEM
Cryopump arrangement 1
Cryopump support 1
Cryopump feedthrough 1
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INTRODUCTION

The KT-2 vacuum vessel is protected from thermal loads by five
basic plasma facing components(PFC): inner/outer divertors and neutral
baffle, movable limiter, poloidal limiter, inboard limiter and passive plate.
Fig. 0-1 and Fig. 0-2 are, respectively, the poloidal cross-sectional view
and the toloidal cross-sectional view of the plasma facing components
contained inside the vessel.

The boundary of the plasma is primarily determined by the movable
limiter system installed at the outer midplane of the vessel. The movable
limiter assembly can move radially with a total stroke of 18 cm. The head
blade of the movable limiter is equipped with cooling channels and
provides a total area of 0.54 m2 facing the plasma. Heat loads to the blade
are expected to be 0.1 MW/m2 in a divertor mode operation and 9.7
MW/m2 in a limiter mode.

Eight poloidal limiters are placed at the outer midplane of the vessel
with intervals of 22.55° and 64.55° to protect the outer wall and diagnostic
instruments from the plasma radiation of relatively low level.

An inboard limiter covers wholly the linear section of the inner wall
of the vessel forming a large continuous cylinder. It is designed to accept
the uniform radiative heat load of 0.1 MW/m2 from the plasma core and
SOL plasma in the normal divertor mode, and the conductive heat load of
1.2 MW/m2 in the limiter mode.

The inner/outer divertors and neutral baffle are installed on the vessel
floor and ceiling to form continuous toroidal covertures. The envelope of
the divertor system is matched with diverted plasma configurations of
single or double null. The inner/outer divertors and neutral baffle should
stand against hard disruptions characterized by energy quenches occurring
in ~ 100 jis, current quenches occurring in ~2 ms, vertical displacements
and halo current of ~20% of the plasma current of max. 0.5 MA. The CFC
tiles brazed to the TZM backing plate with cooling channels withstand the
peak heat flux of 10 MW/m2 for 10 sec with the average surface
temperature of 1000°C, while limited locally bellow 1200°C.

The passive plate is an inactive feedback control system for the fast
movement of the plasma column due to some destabilizing forces. It
includes eight Cu-alloy bands which are symmetrically placed at the lower
and upper part of the vessel in toloidal direction and connected electrically
by two poloidal bands to form a current loop.

The plasma facing components have reasonable support structures to
withstand dynamic reaction forces, to accomodate shifts caused by thermal
expansion and, if necessary, to break electrically with the vessel.
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Fig.0-2 Poloidal cross view of vacuun vessel protection system:
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Fig.0-1 Toloidal midplane cross view of 90° torus vacuum vessel
prorection system
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1. Outer divertor
The outer corner walls of the floor and ceiling inside the vessel

where the plasma flux lines strike are continuously covered by the outer
divertors to provide for the capability of running a wide range of divertor
plasma including single and double null as shown in Fig.0-1. The CFC
tiles brazed to the cooled backing plate shield the peak heat load of 10
MW/m with average temperature of 1000°C from cryopump and
eliminate the high Z material into plasma.

1.1. Design Requirements

1) The outer divertor will withstand the peak heat flux of 10 MW/m
for 10 sec with average temperature of 1000°C on the tile surface,
while the peak temperature must be limited below 1200°C.

2) The outer divertor is designed to accommodate major disruption
characterised by energy quenches occurring in ~100 u.s, current
quenches occurring in ~2 ms, possible vertical displacements and
halo current of ~20% of the plasma current of max. 0.5 MA.

3) Remotely to install/remove each outer divertor unit to the support
structure and the sub-manifolds to the feedthough of the water
cooling circulation through the midplane ports, and provide an
alignment between adjacent units.

4) Combination of rigid and flexible supports makes the outer
divertor unit not only be fixed on local position in the vessel but
slightly extend in both toloidal and poloidal directions to
compensate the errors caused by thermal expansion and
installation.

5) Materials used are non-magnetic with low magnetic permeability,
low activation, compatible with attaining a bakeout temperature of
250°C, temperature difference of 100°C and UHV condition of 10"

Torr. The materials brazed should be matched each other on
thermal expansion and high yield strength.

6) All cooling water to vacuum boundaries are connected by welding
process to provide for a seal and formed bellows for a flexible
connection. The welding seams should be tested by compressed
water of 30 bar with flow velocity of 10 m/sec and helium leak
inspection, maximum leak rate lxlO"9 mbar.l/sec.

7) The outer divertor is designed to be electrically insulated to stop
the current flow from vacuum vessel.
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1.2. Design Description

The outer divertor module consists of a backing plate with
rectangular water cooling channel of 8x8 mm2, a cover thickness of 5
mm for sealing the water channel and two tiles thickness of 20 mm on
top to face directly plasma. They are integrated by brazing shown in
Fig. 1-1. Each module occupies 3.75° in toroidal direction. Six modules
are in a row to be welded on the support structure to form a unit which
extends to 22.5° in toroidal direction. The outer divertor system includes
16 units placed symmetrically at the outer corners of the floor and ceiling
inside vessel to form continuous covertures. One unit are supported at 5
points to suffer a compress load of 0.5 atm normal the tile surface caused
by an eddy current crossing the poloidal magnetic field and itself
weights. Fig. 1-2 shows an unit structure with the support arrangement.
One of the support points is tightly bolted to the post welded on the
vessel wall to become a rigid connection and others are hung to the posts
through pins/spring wave washers to allow each unit growths of ±0.6 mm
in toloidal direction and 0.10 mm in poloidal direction caused by thermal
expansion and installation errors. The pins/washers are coated with
alumina to stop current flow at the outer divertor system from vacuum
vessel. The inlet/outlet of water channel at the each module are welded to
the sub-manifolds by the short pipes which penetrate the backing plate.
The sub-manifolds pass between the bottom of the outer divertor and the
vacuum vessel and are connected to the feedthrough of the water cooling
circulation with formed bellows. Fig. 1-3 shows the coolant flow
schematic of the outer divertor unit. Assembling the outer divertor
system should meet the following requirements.

1) Locating support structures inside vacuum vessel should make

A — A

Water channel

Backing plate
~(TZM)

Fig.1-1 Cross section of the outer divertor module
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initial alignment of the outer divertor system to the magnetic field
lines

2) The gap between the outer divertor units is 1.5-2 mm in toloidal
direction.

3) The support structure undulation is less than ±1 mm in toloidal
direction.

4) The tile level differences on the high heat flux surface is less than
0.2 mm.

5) After assembling the sub-manifolds should be tested by the
flowing the coolant with pressure of 30 bar and flow velocity of 10
m/sec and leak inspection, maximum helium leak rate 1x10
mbar.l/sec.

module 6 module 5 module 4 module 3 module 2 module I

-9

outlet manifold inlet manifold

Fig.1-3 Coolant flow schematic of an outer divertor unit

1.3. Main Parameters:

Material:
Tile:
Cover:
Backing plate:
support structure:
Cooling pipe:
Insulator:
Coolant:

CFC (Carbon Fibre Composite)
TZM
TZM
Inconel
SUS316
Alumina
De-ionised water

Maximum power transported to outer divertor: 3.6 MW
Peak head flux: 10MW/m2

Up-temperature on tile surface: 1200°C

Weight:

Hinit = VCFC * PCFC + VTZM • PTZM + VSS * PsS + VH2O ' P H 2 °

= {(135x88x20+44x92x20)-i-1000xl.7+[(134+40)
x91x25-(8x6+2x4 +22TU/2)X(1 18+24+7.5TU)X6-

(8x37x94)]-rl000xl0.18
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+[(8x6+2x4+27r)x(118+24+7.57i)x6]-hl000xl}x6+
[(8x37x94x6)+(1227c-lO2Tc)x(1383x27t+133Ox27r>
16K1000X7.9+[102TCX(1383X2TU+

1330X2TI)H-16]^-1000x1

= (541.55C FC+3116.742T Z M+61.863H2O)
X6+2481.1S S+334.36H2O

= 25136.39=25.14 (kg)

= 541.55x6x16+3116.742x6x16+2481.1x16
+(61.863x6+334.36)xl6

- 51988.8CFC+299207.232TZM+39697.6ss+l 1288.6H2O

-402182.24= 402.2 (kg)

Cooling water
inlet coolant pressure: 20 bar
inlet testing pressure: 30 bar
inlet temperature: 20C
coolant velocity: 10 m/sec

flow volume for the outer divertor

>c ~ -^(channel number) * ^Vcross area of channel) * ^(flowing velocity)

= 6xl6x(4 XTCHIO x 10x60
= 2.8938 (nrVmin)

Expansion of support structure of one unit in toloidal direction and
backing plate in poloidal direction caused by bakeout temperature
difference of 100°C. (5: expansion between the supports points)

AL = a • AT • L
ALsupport structure = 9.6x 10"6x 100x(94x6)

= 0.54144 (mm)
ALbackingplate = 5.6xl0"6xl00x(134+40)

= 0.09244 (mm)
§toioidai = 9.6x10-6xl00x(94x2)

= 0.18 (mm)
5poiOidai=5.6xl0-6xl00x(87.5+18.5)

= 0.05936 (mm)

Stress and deformation:

Reaction load on each outer divertor unit is a compress force of 0.5
atm normal its surface caused by eddy current crossing the
poloidal magnetic field and itself weights shown in Fig. 1-4.
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Compress force (N) on each support point

N ~ v "weight "magneticJ~nsupports

= [25.14+(135x88+44x92)
* x6-l 00x0.5165J-5

= 518.74-5
= 103.75 (kg)

Distribution load (q) on toloidal line of the outer divertor

q = 518.74-6-9
= 9.6 (kg/cm)

Shear stress (Tmax) at pins hanging the support structure to the
posts, piont A shown in Fig. 1-4.

W ^ N / F
= 103.75-(52XTI)

= 132.17 (kg/cm2) = 12.95 (MPa)

Bending stress (amax) on the outer divertor, point B shown in
Fig. 1-4.

<W = Mmax/Wz

= [(518.74-6) x(90-2)]/[(37x82-6)+(30x82-6)

= 16.32 (kg/mm2)
= 160 (MPa) < [o] = 550 (MPa)

Deformation (fmax) at the point C of the outer divertor shown in
Fig. 1-4.

q
[-(-518.74-6)4-90x904]/[8x2.1 x 106

3V
0.13124 (mm)

1 1 X X 1 X X 1 X X X X X X X X T l r

o q
sliding spt_

Fig. 1-4 Simplified module for stress analysis
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A—A

(a) (b)

Fig.1-2 Outer d i v e r t o r uni t : (a) one unit with support arrangemenl. (b) a
loloidol cross section, (c) a poloidat cross section with support structure
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2. Inner divertor
The inner corner walls of the floor and ceiling inside the vessel

where the plasma flux lines strike are continuously covered by the inner
divertors to provide for the capability of running a wide range of divertor
plasma including single and double null as shown in Fig.0-1. The CFC
tiles brazed to the cooled backing plate shield the peak heat load of 10
MW/m with average temperature of 1000°C from cryopump and
eliminate the high Z material into plasma.

2.1. Design Requirements

1) The inner divertor will withstand the peak heat flux of 10 MW/m2

for 10 sec with average temperature of 1000°C on the tile surface,
while the peak temperature must be limited below 1200°C.

2) The inner divertor is designed to accommodate major disruption
characterised by energy quenches occurring in ~100 JIS, current
quenches occurring in ~2 ms, possible vertical displacements and
halo current of ~20% of the plasma current of max. 0.5 MA.

3) Remotely to install/remove each inner divertor unit to the support
structure and the sub-manifolds to the feedthough of the water
cooling circulation through the midplane ports, and provide an
alignment between adjacent units.

4) Combination of rigid and flexible supports makes the inner
divertor unit not only be fixed on local position in the vessel but
slightly extend in both toloidal and poloidal directions to
compensate the errors caused by thermal expansion and
installation.

5) Materials used are non-magnetic with low magnetic permeability,
low activation, compatible with attaining a bakeout temperature of
250°C, temperature difference of 100°C and UHV condition of 10'
Q

Torr. The materials brazed should be matched each other on
thermal expansion and high yield strength.

6) All cooling water to vacuum boundaries are connected by welding
process to provide for a seal and formed bellows for a flexible
connection. The welding seams should be tested by compressed
water of 30 bar with flow velocity of 10 m/sec and helium leak
inspection, maximum leak rate 1x10" mbar.l/sec.

7) The inner divertor is designed to be electrically insulated to stop
the current flow from vacuum vessel.
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2.2. Design Description

The inner divertor module consists of a backing plate with
rectangular water cooling channel of 8x8 mm , a cover thickness of 5
mm for sealing the water channel and a tiles thickness of 15 mm on top
to face directly plasma. They are integrated by brazing shown in Fig.2-1.
Each module occupies 4.5° in toroidal direction. Five modules are in a
row to be welded on the support structure to form a unit which extends to
22.5° in toroidal direction. The inner divertor system includes 16 units
placed symmetrically at the inner corners of the floor and ceiling inside
vessel to form continuous covertures. One unit are supported at 6 points
to suffer a compress load of 0.5 atm normal the tile surface caused by an
eddy current crossing the poloidal magnetic field and itself weights.
Fig.2-2 shows an unit structure with the support arrangement. One of the
support points is tightly bolted to the post welded on the vessel wall to
become a rigid connection and others are hung to the posts through
pins/spring wave washers to allow each unit growths of ±0.6 mm in
toloidal direction and 0.10 mm in poloidal direction caused by thermal
expansion and installation errors. The pins/washers are coated with
alumina to stop current flow at the inner divertor system from vacuum
vessel. The inlet/outlet of water channel at the each module are welded to
the sub-manifolds by the short pipes which penetrate the backing plate.
The sub-manifolds pass between the bottom of the inner divertor and the
vacuum vessel and are connected to the feedthrough of the water cooling
circulation with formed bellows. Fig.2-3 shows the coolant flow
schematic of the inner divertor unit. Assembling the inner divertor
system should meet the following requirements.

1) Locating support structures inside vacuum vessel should make
initial alignment of the outer divertor system to the magnetic field

Tile(CFC)

Cover(TZM)

Brazing

.Water channel

Backing plate
(TZM)

Fig.2-1 Cross section of the inner divertor module
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lines

2) The gap between the inner divertor units is 1.5~2 mm in toloidal
direction.

3) The support structure undulation is less than ±1 mm in toloidal
direction.

4) The tile level differences on the high heat flux surface is less than
0.2 mm.

5) After assembling the sub-manifolds should be tested by the
flowing the coolant with pressure of 30 bar and flow velocity of 10
m/sec and leak inspection, maximum helium leak rate 1x10"
mbar.l/sec.

outlet manifold inlet manifold

module 5 module 4 module 3 module 2 module 1

Fig.2-3 Coolant flow schematic of an inner divertor unit

2.3. Main Parameters:

Material:
Tile:
Cover:
Backing plate:
Support structure:
Cooling pipe:
Insulator:
Coolant:

CFC (Carbon Fibre Composite)
TZM
TZM
Inconel
SUS316
Alumina
De-ionised water

Maximum power transported to inner divertor: 3.6 MW
Peak head flux: 10 MW/m2

Up-temperature on tile surface: 1200°C

Weight:

it = VCFC • pCFC + VTZM • pTZM + V s s . p s s + VH2O • PH2O
= {(120x87xl5>s-1000xl.7+[117 x85xl8-(8x6+2x4

+227I/2)X(85+7.5TC)X6]H- 1 OOOx 10.18
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+[(8X6+2X4+2TU)X(85+7.5TI)X6K1000X1}X5+

[(86x20x5x2)+(1227i-1027i)x(1078x27i+1096x27tK16]
H-1000X7.9+[10271X(1078X2T:+1096X27I)H-16K1000X1

= (266.22CFC+1409TZM+40.563H2O)
x5+1067.22ss+267.93H2O

= 9914=9.914 (kg)

= 266.22x5xl6+1409x5xl6+1067.22xl6+(40.563x5+
267.93)xl6

= 21297.6CFC+112720TZM+17075.52ss+7531.92H2o
= 158625= 158.625 (kg)

Cooling water
inlet coolant pressure: 20 bar
inlet testing pressure: 30 bar
inlet temperature: 20C
coolant velocity: 10 m/sec

flow volume for the inner divertor

^c ~ ^(channel number) * ^(cross area of channel) " ^(flowing velocity)

= 5xl6x(4 X7t)x 10x60^-106

= 2.41152 (nrVmin)

Expansion of support structure of one unit in toloidal direction and
backing plate in poloidal direction caused by bakeout temperature
difference of 100°C. (8: expansion between the supports points)

AL = a • AT • L
ALsupportstructure = 9.6x10-6xl00x(86x5)

= 0.4128 (mm)

ALbackingp,ate= 5.6xl0'6xl00xl20
= 0.0672 (mm)

5toloida, = 9.6x10"6xl00x(86x2)
= 0.16512 (mm)

Spoioidai=5.6xl0-6xl00x70

= 0.0392 (mm)

Stress and deformation:

Reaction load on each inner divertor unit is a compress force of 0.5
atm normal its surface caused by eddy current crossing the
poloidal magnetic field and itself weights shown in Fig.2-4.

Compress force (N) on each support point
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^ V "weight "magnetic/ • ̂ supports

= [9.914+(121.5x86x5)-100x0.5165]-6
= 279.76-6
= 46.63 (kg)

Shear stress (xmax) at pins hanging the support structure to the
posts, point A shown in Fig.2-4.

= 46.63-K5 7i)

= 0.594 (kg/mm2) = 5.821 (MPa)

Compress stress (amax) on the inner divertor, point B shown in
Fig.2-4.

amav = N/F
'max

= 46.63^(12x10-100)
= 38.86 (kg/cm2) = 3.8 (MPa)

I compress N,shear 1

U o
rigid spt. sliding spt.

r

Fig.2-4 Simplified module for stress analysis
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B—B

(c)

B B

(b) (a)

Fig.2-2 Inner divertor unit: (a) one unit with support arrangement, (b) a
toloidal cross section, (c) a poloidal cross section with support structure
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3. Neutral Baffle
The neutral baffle cover continuously the floor and ceiling of the

vessel to provide a protection for the single turn D-coil which effectively
control the plasma configuration in a wide range because of its closing to
plasma shown in Fig.0-1. The CFC tiles brazed to the top of the neutral
baffle will shield a peak heat flux of 10 MW/m2 with average
temperature of 1000°C caused the vertical displacement of plasma during
a major disruption and eliminate the high Z material into plasma.

3.1. Design Requirements

1) The neutral baffle will withstand the peak heat flux of 10 MW/m2

for 10 sec with average temperature of 1000°C on the tile surface,
while the peak temperature must be limited below 1200°C.

2) The neutral baffle is designed to accommodate major disruption
characterised by energy quenches occurring in ~100 \xs, current
quenches occurring in ~2 ms, possible vertical displacements and
halo current of ~20% of the plasma current of max. 0.5 MA.

3) Remotely to install/remove each neutral baffle unit to the support
structure and the sub-manifolds to the feedthough of the water
cooling circulation through the midplane ports, and provide an
alignment between adjacent units.

4) Combination of rigid and flexible supports makes the neutral
baffle unit not only be fixed on local position in the vessel but
slightly extend in both toloidal and poloidal directions to
compensate the errors caused by thermal expansion and
installation.

5) Materials used are non-magnetic with low magnetic permeability,
low activation, compatible with attaining a bakeout temperature of
250°C, temperature difference of 100°C and UHV condition of 10"

Torr. The materials brazed should be matched each other on
thermal expansion and high yield strength.

6) All cooling water to vacuum boundaries are connected by welding
process to provide for a seal and formed bellows for a flexible
connection. The welding seams should be tested by running a
compressed water of 30 bar with flow velocity of 10 m/sec and
helium leak inspection, maximum leak rate lxlO"9 mbar.l/sec.

7) The neutral baffle is designed to be electrically insulated to stop
the current flow from vacuum vessel.
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3.2. Design Description

The neutral baffle module consists of a backing plate with
rectangular water cooling channel of 8x8 mm2, a cover thickness of 5
mm for sealing the water channel and two tiles thickness of 20 mm on
top to face directly plasma. They are integrated by brazing shown in
Fig.3-1. Each module occupies 4.5° in toroidal direction. Five modules
are in a row to be welded on the support structure to form a unit which
extends to 22.5° in toroidal direction. The neutral baffle system includes
16 units placed symmetrically at the floor and ceiling inside vessel to
form continuous covertures. One unit are supported at 5 points, 3 main
points on the support structure and 2 auxiliary ones on the sub-
manifolds. Fig.3-2 shows an unit structure with the support arrangement.
One of the main support points is tightly bolted to the post welded on the
vessel wall to become a rigid connection and other main ones are hung to
the posts through pins/spring wave washers to allow each unit growths of
±0.5 mm in toloidal direction and 0.10 mm in poloidal direction caused
by thermal expansion and installation errors. At the auxiliary support
points the sub-manifolds are clipped to the posts using the U-shape bolts
which make the neutral baffle unrestricted in both directions. The
pins/washers are coated with alumina to stop current flow at the neutral
baffle system from vacuum vessel. The inlet/outlet of water channel at
the each module are welded to the sub-manifolds by the short pipes
which penetrate the backing plate. The sub-manifolds pass between the
bottom of the neutral baffle and the vacuum vessel and are connected to
the feedthrough of the water cooling circulation with formed bellows.
Fig.3-3 shows the coolant flow schematic of the neutral baffle unit.
Assembling the neutral baffle system should meet the following
requirements.

1) Locating support structures inside vacuum vessel should make
initial alignment of the neutral baffle system to the magnetic field

B— B
Tile(CFC)

Cover(TZM)

Brazing

Water channel

(TZM)

Fig.3-1 Cross section of the neutral baffle module
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lines

2) The gap between the neutral baffle units is 1.5~2 mm in toloidal
direction.

3) The support structure undulation is less than ±1 mm in toloidal
direction.

4) The tile level differences on the high heat flux surface is less than
0.2 mm.

5) After assembling the sub-manifolds should be tested by the
flowing the coolant with pressure of 30 bar and flow velocity of 10
m/sec and leak inspection, maximum helium leak rate 1x10
mbar.l/sec.

-9

outlet manifold inlet manifold

i

U
module S

fpp
u

module 4 module 3 module 2 module 1

Fig.3-3 Coolant flow schematic of a neutral baffle unit

3.3. Main Parameters:

Material:
Tile:
Cover:
Backing plate:
Support structure:
Cooling pipe:
Insulator:
Coolant:

CFC (Carbon Fibre Composite)
TZM
TZM
Inconel
SUS316
Alumina
De-ionised water

Maximum power transported to neutral baffle: 3.6 MW
Peak head flux: 10 MW/m2

Up-temperature on tile surface: 1000°C

Weight:

FC • PcFC + VTZM * PTZM + V S S # PsS + VH2O # PH2O
= {(93x80x20+100xl07x20>s-1000xl.7+[(102+75)

x97x25-(8x6+2x4+227i/2)x(84+60+7.57t)x6]

Munit =
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-r 1 OOOx 10.1 8+[(8X6+2X4+2TC)X(84+60+7.5TI)X6]

H-1000xl}x5+[(8x40x92x5)+(1227i-102Tr)x
(1300X2TI+ 1256X2TIH16K1000X7.9+

[1027ix(1300x27t+ 1256X2TTH16] +1000x1
= (616.76CFC+3732.14TZM+62.61H2O) x5+2258ss+315H2o
= 24630.55=24.63 (kg)

= 616.76x5xl6+3732.14x5xl6+2258xl6+(62.61x5+
315)xl6

= 49340.8CFC+298571.2TZM+36128ss+10048.8H2o

= 394088.8= 394 (kg)
Cooling water

inlet coolant pressure: 20 bar
inlet testing pressure: 30 bar
inlet temperature: 20C
coolant velocity: lOm/sec

flow volume for the neutral baffle:

V-c ^"(channel number) # ^ (cross area of channel) * ^(flowing velocity)

= 5xl6x(4 2x7c)x 10x60-̂ -106

= 2.41152 (nrVmin)

Expansion of support structure of one unit in toloidal direction and
backing plate in poloidal direction caused by bakeout temperature
difference of 100°C. (8: expansion between the supports points)

AL = a • AT • L
ALsupport structure = 9.6x 10'6x 100x(92x5)

= 0.4416 (mm)
ALbackingplate = 5.6xl0"6xl00x(102+75)

= 0.09912 (mm)
= 9.6x10-6xl00x(92x2)
= 0.17664 (mm)
= 9.6xl0"6xl00xl7+5.6xl0"6xl00xl36
= 0.09248 (mm)

Stress and deformation:

Load on each unit is a compress force caused just by itself weights
shown in Fig.3-4.

Compress force (N) on each support point

IN •f\veight~f*supports
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= 24.63/5
= 4.926 (kg)

Shear stress (xmax) at pins hanging the support structure to the
posts, point A shown in Fig.2-4.

= N/F
= (24.63/5H52XTC)

= 6.28 (kg/cm2) = 0.615 (MPa)

Compress stress (amax) on the neutral baffle, point B shown in
Fig.2-4.

. = N/F
= (24.63/5)^(15x25)
= 1.3136 (kg/cm2) = 0.129 (MPa)

I ^"compress Nshear 1

B

rigid spt.

o d
sliding spt.

Fig.3-4 Simplified module for stress analysis
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A—A

I
to
00

I

(a) (b)

Fig.3-2 Neutral baffle unit: (a) one unit with support arrangement, (b) a toloidal cross
section, (c) a poloida! cross section with support structure



4. Cooling System

A cooling system is designed to remove peak heat fluxes around 10
MW/m at the neutral baffle and outer/inner divertors. It includes 16
identical water circuits that are symmetrically distributed at the floor and
ceiling of the vacuum vessel along toloidal direction shown in Fig.4-1.
Due to many in-vessel components surround each water circuits it is
needed to dictate accurate dimensional manufacture, i.e using racetrack
pipes instead of circular ones somewhere but keeping the same cross area
of flowing coolant, and precise installation of circuits to avoid a clash.
Flexible supports and bellows links have been adopted into circuits to
cope with manufacturing and installation tolerances and relative
movements caused by thermal expansions.

4.1. Design Requirements:
1) Cooling water shall be de-ionised and supplied at the proper

temperature 20°C, pressure 20 bar and flow rate 10 m/sec.

2) Cutting as well removing the metal chip, pre-welding alignment,
welding of water cooling line and attaching them to support
structure within the vessel shall be accomplished using special
purpose tools.

3) Materials used will be non-magnetic with low magnetic
permeability, low activation, compatible with attaining a bakeout
temperature of 250°C, temperature difference of 100°C and UHV
condition of 10"8 Torr.

4) All cooling water to vacuum boundaries are connected with
welding or brazing to provide for a seal, no mechanical seal, and
the formed bellows between the main manifold and sub-manifold
provide a flexible connection to allow an elongation.

5) Each cooling circuit should be isolated, drained, dried, evacuated
and backfilled with gas with pressure of 30 atm, and then test
welding seams carefully, the leak rate should satisfy with UHV
condition.

6) All cooling lines are designed to be electrically insulated to stop
the current flow from the vacuum vessel.

4.2. Design Description
Fig.4-2 shows the configuration of a water circuit. It consists of the

following parts:
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1) Two feedthrough assemblies: Two 316L stainless pipe of inner-
diameter 48 mm penetrate the top/bottom port of the vessel as the
transitions between the inside and outside of vacuum. A ceramic
ring at the in-vessel end of the pipe breaks electric current and at
out-vessel end a formed bellows provides a flexible joint to the
water supply lines outside the vessel. A welded bellows
connecting the pipe to the Conflant flange is used for vacuum seal
and permits relative movements between the vacuum vessel and
mechanical structure. After assembling each feedthrough is fixed
on the Conflant flange by three rod-bolts to withstand the vacuum
load. Fig.4-3 mechanically shows two feedthrough structures at a
port of the vessel, one is for the inlet of water supply and another
for the outlet of water return.

2) Two main manifolds: Each main manifold is a hollow structure
with some holes in different diameters, machined from a 316L
stainless block. The largest hole is welded to the feedthrough and
others are connected with the sub-manifolds via formed bellows.

3) Six pairs of sub-manifolds: They are attached on the backs of two
outer divertors, two inner divertors and two neutral baffles,
respectively, which are located symmetrically at both sides of the
top/bottom port occupying 45° in toloidal direction shown in
Fig.4-2. Each sub-manifold is welded to water channels of
modules by short pipes which penetrate the backing plate and
connected to the main manifold.

The de-ionised water flow with temperature 20°C, pressure 20 bar
and velocity lOm/sec passes the inlet feedthrough into vacuum vessel,
splitted 6 branches by the main inlet manifold and each branch is splitted
5 or 6 portions again by sub-manifold to enter the rectangular channels
for removing the heat flux at the baffle/divertor modules, and then return
to the water supply via the sub-manifold, the outlet main manifold and
outlet feedthrough.

4.3. Design Parameters

Material:
Pipe:
Support:
Manifold:
Bellows:
Insulator:
Electric break:

SUS316L
Inconel
SUS316L
SUS316L
Alumina coating 99.8% pure A12O3

Alumina & Kaoton
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Coolant: De-ionised
Temperature:

Bakeout:
Cooling water:
Temperature difference:

Flow velocity:
Flow volume (each circuit):
Maximum helium leak rate:

water

250°C
20°C
100°C

10 m/sec
15198 cm3/sec
lxlO~9mbar.l/

Weight (each circuit):

Mwithoutwater= {[(11.6+10+1I)x(2.42-2.22)x7tx2]+[6.2x(1.52-
0.92)x7U+(5.42x4.6-2.22x7rx4.2)+(5.42x4.4-
2.22XTUX3. 1)+ (1.62-l .32)XTIX5.4]+[(1 . 5 2 -
1.32)x7ix(60x2+25)]+ [(1.22-1 2)XTC

X(50X12+65X2)]+[(5.52-2.42)XTTX1]}X7.9

=(118+98+95+256+1009)x7.9
=13059=13 (kg)

Mwith water = 13+3.15

=16.15 (kg)

Coolant pressure:
Operating (inlet): 20 bar
Testing: 30 bar
Pressure drop:

= 0.04x(15197)2

= 9237952 (dyn/cm2) = 9.24 (atm)

= ( V V ^ + Q) .I/A; 2 . p/2

Table 1 Results of parameters at above formula selected and
calaulated

No

( i )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.028
0.035
0.037
0.032
0.035
0.035
0.032
0.028

1.8

1
2.5

1.2

Cbe
1.15
1.15

1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15

h
cm
46
50
100
25
70
95
60
46

di
cm
4.4
2.0
0.8
2.6
2.0
2.0
2.6
4.4

A,
cm2

15.2
3.14
0.64
5.30
,3.14
3.14
5.30
15.2

P
g/cm3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Zi
g/cm
0.0053
0.2300
7.8890
0.0270
0.1380
0.1830
0.0335
0.0053
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where:
Ap: pressure drops of coolant (bar & atm)

flow resistance (g/cm )
3g

Q: flow volume (cm3/sec)
A , J : resistant coefficient
Q: partial resistant coefficient
C,T: round resistant coefficient
i^br: branching resistant coefficient
C,be: bellows resistant coefficient
1;: pipe length (cm)
dj: pipe diameter (cm)
AJ: cross area of pipe (cm )
p: density of coolant (g/cm )

j = Z|+IZa+Z,=2x0.0053+0.02945=0.04|+IZa+Z,

* ' = i =Q 02945
(2/VlZb+2/VlZc)

2 (2W0.93+2/V0.284)2

-r+0.0335=0.284

i ^0-183-1.002
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Fig.4-1 Arrangement of the water cooling system for KT-2 tokamak
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formed bellows main outlet manifold

sub-manifold main inlet manifold

Fig.4-2 Configuration of the water cooling circuit



Ceramic segment

W////WA
.vertical pipe
<ID=44>

MetQl seal flange
CCF63)

rod-bolt

Velded bellows

ing seal flange
<ID=44)

Formed bellows

Ring seal flange
'(ID=44)

(b)

Fig.4-3 Feedthrough assemblies: (a) inlet feedthrough, (b) outlet
feedthrough
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Fig.4-4 Simplified calculation model for a cooling circuit
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5. Passive plate
The passive plate, a negative feedback control system of the plasma,

is protected by the low Z graphite tiles mounted on its top and
eliminated to sputter the high Z material into the plasma. The passive
plate system protects the cryopump and vacuum vessel under it from
radiated heat loads in addition. It includes 8 units that are symmetrically
placed at the lower/upper of the vacuum vessel along toloidal direction to
form two continuous rings. The rings are broken at a radial cross section
and connected with two poloidal bands at their ends to make up an
electrical loop for the feedback control of the plasma shown in Fig. 5-3.

5.1. Design Requirements:
1) The maximum power transported to the passive plate is 0.51 MW,

therefore the passive plate will be able to withstand the peak heat
flux of 0.15 MW/m and the temperature of 50°C on the heating
tile surface.

2) Due to the passive plate is electrically connected to form a current
loop, therefore the passive plate with poloidal bands shall be
designed to accommodate large electro-magnetic force and
deformation caused by a change of induced current crossing the
toloidal and poloidal magnetic field during a plasma disruption.

3) Remotely to install/remove the passive plate unit to the support
structure and the tiles to the passive plate through the midplane
ports, and provide an alignment between adjacent units/

4) Combination of rigid and flexible supports makes the passive plate
not only to be fixed on local position in the vessel but also slightly
extend in toloidal direction to compensate the errors caused by
thermal expansion and installation.

5) Materials used will be non-magnetic with low magnetic
permeability, low activation, compatible with attaining a bakeout
temperature of 250°C, temperature difference of 100°C and UHV

o

condition of 10" Torr.
6) The passive plate will be designed to be electrically insulated to

stop the current flow from the vacuum vessel but electrically
connected between its units to form a current loop.
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5.2. Design Description:

Fig.5-1 shows the passive plate unit structure which is composed of
a passive plate, twenty four graphite tiles and eight support rails. The
passive plate is a narrow band with 90° toloidal angle, average radius of
1500 mm and radial width of 175 mm. The OFHC copper is selected as
the basic material of the passive plate because of its high thermal
conductivity, low electric resistivity and required mechanical strength.
Graphite tiles cover the top of the passive plate in a row and are fastened
to maintain contact pressure on the contact interface by bolts/wave
washers as shown in Fig.5-2. The thermal load at the graphite tiles is
dispersed by the OFHC copper plate without cooling channel on it. Each
tile can be individually installed/removed and is free to grow tangentially
to its attach points caused by thermal expansion. The passive plate are
supported on 8 poloidal rails which are hung to the posts welded on the
vessel by pins/spring wave washers to allow the passive plate growth ±2
mm in radial direction caused by thermal expansion and installation
errors. The pins/washers are coated with alumina to stop electric current
from the vacuum vessel. The passive plates are electrically jointed into
two passive rings at the upper and lower of the vessel and then connected
with two poloidal bands to form a current loop. Each passive plate can be
individually installed/removed too by removing some tiles to get to
fastener bolts of the support rails. Assembling the passive plate system
should meet the following requirements.

1) Locating support structures inside vacuum vessel should make
initial alignment of the passive plate to the magnetic field lines

2) The gap between the passive plate is ±2 mm in toloidal direction.

3) The passive plate undulation is less than ±1 mm in toloidal
direction.

4) The relative level differences between adjacent passive plate is less
than 0.5 mm.

5) The tile level differences on the high heat flux surface is less than
0.2 mm.

6) The gaps between adjacent graphite tiles in both toloidal and
poloidal directions is 0.5 mm

5.3. Main Parameters:

Material:
Tile: Graphite
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passive plate:
Support:
Insulator:

Cu-alloy
Inconel
Alumina

Maximum power transported to passive plate: 0.51 MW
Peak head flux: 0.15MW/m2
Temperature on tile surface: 50°C

Weight:

M plate = VGrah * PGrah + V C u * PCu

= (17.8x2x234.28)x2.2+(18.2x2.5x234.28)x8.94
= 18348.8Grah+95298Cu

= 113647 (g) =113.647 (kg)

band = V C u • Pcu
= 2x10x100x8.94
= 17880 (g)= 17.88 (kg)

p a s s i v e p i a t ex8+ Mpo^jjai bandx2

= 113.647x8+17.88x2
= 910+35.76
- 945.76 (kg)

Expansion of the graphite tile in toloidal direction, the passive ring in
radial direction and the poloidal band in poloidal direction caused by
bakeout temperature difference of 100°C.

AL = a . AT.L

ALgraphite tne = 4.6x 1 O x̂ 1 OOx 100
= 0.0046 (mm)

ALpassiveplate = 16.5xl0"6xl00xl492
= 2.45 (mm)

band =16.5x1 O^x 1 OOx 1000
= 1.65 (mm)

© T

Its

Fig.S-4 Simplified module for bolts stress

I ** compress Fshear I

o
I rigid spt. sliding spt.

Fig.5-5 Simplified module for pin stress
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Reaction load:
The load due to a change of the induced current crossing the toloidal
and poloidal magnetic fields to produce the forces on the passive
ring and the poloidal bands shown in Fig.5-3.

Fpassivering = (1.49225x2ic)xl420

= 13307 (Nt)

Fpoloidal band = 1 x 2 0 8 8 0
= 20880 (Nt)

Tensile stress at bolts fastening the passive plate to the support rail
shown in Fig.5-4:

^tensile = [(Fpassive plate ~ Mpassiveplate) /16] / (0 .4 X7C)

= [(13307/4-113.647x9.8) /16 ]/(0.42XTI)

= 2.75 (MPa)

Tensile stress at bolts fastening the poloidal band to the support rail
shown in Fig.5-4:

^tensile = [(Fpoloidal band ~ Mpoloidal bandV 1 ° ] / (0 .4 X7l)

= [(20880-18x9.8) /10]/(0.42XTT)

= 41.21 (MPa)
Shear stress at the pins hanging the rails of the passive plate to the
posts shown in Fig.5-5:

tmax^ [(^passive plate+Fpassive plate)/* 6+M 0 U t e r baff le /8 ] / (0 .4 X7U)
= [(113.647x9.8+13307/4)/l 6+32.49x9.8/8]/(0.42XTT)

= 6.32 (MPa)

Shear stress at the pins hanging the rails of the poloidal band to the
posts shown in Fig.5-5:

Tmax= [(Mpoloidalband+Fpoloidalbandy
- [(18X9.8+20880)/10]/(0.42XTI)

= 41.91 (MPa)

Wcompress

f i_ L 1 I x x x r i J, i ir^^i, x i x x x

sliding spt^J rigidspt.-4 sliding spfc

Fig.5-6 Simplified module for passive plate deformation
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Bending deformation of the passive plate between the supports
shown in Fig.5-6:

fmax = q
= [-(-1.9xl4.64]/[8x2.1xl06x(16.5x2.53K12]
= 0.584 (mm)
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outer baffle passive plate

(a)

(b)

Fig.5-1 Plan view of the passive plate and the outer baffle:
(a) with thiles on their top. (b) without tiles



graphite tile

.Cu-alloy passive plate

support rail structure

i
•Ft
1 J

passive plate

outer baffle

(a)

E' VIEW

I I

If

Fig.5-2 A cross section view of the passive plate and the outer baffle: (a) tile and passive plate/outer
baffle fastened structure, (b) support rails hung to the posts



p: poloidal magnetic field
(0.2 Tesla)

t: toioidal magnetic field
(2.9 Tesla)

current loop
(7200 A)

.upper passive ring

poloidal band

force on poloidal band
(20880 Nt/m)

.lower passive ring

force on passive plate
(U20 Nt/mm)

Fig.5-3 Simplified module for calculating forces on the
passive rings and the poloidal bands



6. Outer Baffle
As shown in Fig.0-1, the outer baffle, passive plate and the outer

divertor surround a closed space at the upper and lower of the vessel to
protect the cryopump inside from radiated heat load during plasma
steady-state operation. The structure of the outer baffle, same as the
passive plate, is also composed of eight baffle bands which are
symmetrically placed at the lower/upper of the vacuum vessel along
toloidal direction to form two rings. The low Z graphite tiles cover its top
surface to eliminate sputtering the high Z material into the plasma.

6.1. Design Requirements:

1) The maximum power transported to the outer baffle is 0.15 MW,
therefore the outer baffle will be able to withstand the peak heat
flux of 0.15 MW/m2 and the temperature of 50°C on the heating
tile surface.

2) The outer baffle should be designed to accommodate a electro-
magnetic force caused by a change of induced current crossing the
toloidal and poloidal magnetic field during a plasma disruption.

3) Remotely to install/remove the baffle band to the support rails and
the tiles to the baffle band through the midplane ports, and provide
an alignment between adjacent baffle band.

4) Combination of rigid and flexible supports makes the outer baffle
not only to be fixed on local position in the vessel but also slightly
extend in toloidal direction to compensate the errors caused by
thermal expansion and installation.

5) Materials used will be non-magnetic with low magnetic
permeability, low activation, compatible with attaining a bakeout
temperature of 250°C, temperature difference of 100°C and UHV
condition of 10" Torr.

6) The outer baffle will be designed to be electrically insulated to
stop the current flow from the vacuum vessel.

6.2. Design Description:

Fig.5-1 shows a plan view of the outer baffle unit structure which is
composed of a baffle band made from stainless steel, twenty four
graphite tiles and eight support rails. The outer baffle is a narrow band
with 90° toloidal angle, average radius of 1600 mm and radial width of
150 mm. Graphite tiles cover the top of the baffle in a row and are
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fastened to maintain contact pressure on the contact interface by
bolts/wave washers as shown in Fig.5-2. The thermal load and the
temperature at the graphite tiles is not so high that is why stainless steel
selected as the baffle band material. Each tile can be individually
installed/removed and is free to grow tangentially to its attach points
caused by thermal expansion. The baffle band is supported on 8 poloidal
rails which are hung to the posts welded on the vessel by pins/spring
wave washers to allow the baffle band growth ±2 mm in radial direction
caused by thermal expansion and installation errors. The pins/washers
are coated with alumina to stop electric current from the vacuum vessel.
Each baffle band can be individually installed/removed too by removing
some tiles to get to fastener bolts of the support rails. Assembling the
outer baffle system should meet the following requirements.

1) Locating support structures inside vacuum vessel should make
initial alignment of the outer baffle to the magnetic field lines

2) The gap between the baffle band is ±2 mm in toloidal direction.

3) The baffle band undulation is less than ±1 mm in toloidal
direction.

4) The relative level differences between adjacent baffle band is less
than 0.5 mm.

5) The tile level differences on the high heat flux surface is less than
0.2 mm.

6) The gaps between adjacent graphite tiles in both toloidal and
poloidal directions is 0.5 mm

6.3. Main Parameters:

Material:

Tile:
baffle band:
Support:
Insulator:

Graphite
SUS316
Inconel
Alumina

Maximum power transported to outer baffle: 0.15 MW
Peak head flux: 0.15MW/m2
Temperature on tile surface: 50°C

Weight:

Mouter baffle = ^Grah * PGrah + ^ S S # PSS

= (16.8xl.5xl62.6)x2.2+(12.5xl.5xl62.6)x7.9
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= 9014.54Grah+23475.38ss

= 32489.92 (g) =32.49 (kg)

M total = M o u t e r baffle* &

= 9.015x8+23.475x8
= 260 (kg)

Expansion of the graphite tile in toloidal direction and the baffle ring
in radial direction caused by bakeout temperature difference of
100°C.

AL = a • AT. L

4.
0.0552 (mm)

ALgraphitetile = 4.6x10'6x 100x120

ALbaffleband = 9.6xl0-6x 100x1600
= 1.54 (mm)

Loads and stresses at the bolts/pins of the outer baffle are same as
ones of the passive plate, at the 5.3 section.
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7. Inboard Limiter
The inboard limiter system is composed of sixteen units that are

between the upper and lower inner divertors around the centre post on
the inside of the vacuum vessel. This structure, which actually includes a
large diameter cylinder with two short cones at both ends made up by the
graphite tiles as shown in Fig.0-1, is used to protect the vacuum vessel
from radiated heat load from the plasma and shine through from the
neutral beam during steady-state and start-up operation. The low Z tiles
mounted on the inboard limiter surface eliminate sputtering of high Z
material into the plasma also.

7.1. Design Requirements

1) The inboard limiter is designed to accept radiated heat load of 0.1
MW/m from core and SOL plasma in the normal divertor mode
and transported heat flux of 1.2 MW/m in the limiter mode.

2) The inboard limiter should be designed to accommodate a
dynamic force load caused by change of induced current at the
limiter structure during a plasma disruption.

3) Materials used will be non-magnetic with low magnetic
permeability, low activation, compatible with attaining a bakeout
temperature of 250°C, temperature difference of 100°C and UHV
condition of 10" Torr.

4) No cooling system, but all tiles must maintain a high thermal
contact with the Cu-alloy backing plate for dispersing the heat
load.

5) remotely to install/remove the inboard limiter unit to the support
structure and the tiles to the backing plate through the midplane
ports, and provide an alignment of each limiter unit with the
vessel.

6) Combination of rigid and sliding supports structure makes the
inboard limiter not only to be fixed on local position in the vessel
but also slightly extend in both toloidal and poloidal directions to
compensate the errors caused by thermal expansion and
installation.

7.2. Design Description

Sixteen inboard limiter units surround the inner wall of the vacuum
vessel to form a continuous cylinder by its tiles surface, the cylinder is a
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radius of 1132 mm and an axis length of 778 mm. Fig.7-1 shows the
inboard limiter system in the 90° torus vessel. Each unit occupied 22.5°
in toloidal consists of 20 graphite tiles, a Cu-alloy backing plate and a
support structure as shown in Fig.7-2. The tiles cover the surface of the
backing plate and are fastened to maintain contact pressure on the
contact interface by bolts/wave washers. There is a graphite foil between
tiles and the backing plate for enhancing thermal conduction. Each tile
can be individually installed/removed and is free to grow tangentially to
its attach points caused by thermal expansion. The backing plate is
tightly bolted to the support structure at its centre points to become a
rigid support and flexibly hung to the support structure by bolts/spring
wave washers at its other points. This support system allows the backing
plate to growth ±1 mm in both toloidal and vertical directions caused by
thermal expansion. The support structure is formed into a double-wave
shape from a Inconel 625 plate thickness of 3 mm and welded on the
inside of the vessel to act as the ribs in addition for strengthening the
inner straight wall of the vessel as shown in Fig.7-3. The backing plate
can be also individually installed/removed on/from the support structure
after removing some tiles. The bolts/spring wave washers of the support
are coated with alumina to stop current flow from the vessel. Assembling
the inboard limiter system must meet the following requirements:

1) Locating the support structure inside vessel should make an
alignment to the magnetic field lines

2) The undulation of the backing plate is less than ±1 mm in both
toloidal and vertical directions

3) The gap between the inboard limiter unit is 1.5~2 mm in toloidal
direction

4) The gap between the inboard limiter and the upper/lower inner
divertor is 1.5~2 mm in vertical direction

;v777ZJ^vZ^^
750

Fig.7-3 Support structure of the inboard limiter
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5) The tile level differences on the high heat flux surface is less than
0.2 mm

6) The gap between tiles in both toloidal and vertical directions is 0.5
mm

7.3. Main Parameters

Material:
Tile: Graphite
Backing plate: Cu-alloy
Support: Inconel/SUS316
Insulator: Alumina

Maximum power transported to poloidal limiter: 0.48 MW
Peak head flux: 1.2 MW/m2

Temperature on tile surface: 300°C

Weight:

l**unit ~~ ^g raph i t e *"-cupper ^ I n c o n e l - ^ S U S

= 44x80x2,5x1.85+30x77.8x1.5x8.96
+27x75x0.3x8.43+1500

= 16280+31396+5121+1500
= 49149+5121
= 54270 = 54.27 (kg)

Mtotal=Munitx 16

= 54270x 16
= 868320 = 868(kg)

Expansion of the graphite tile and the copper backing plate in both
toloidal and vertical directions caused by bakeout temperature
difference of 100°C:

AL = a • AT. L

graphite tile
size: 220 mm (toloidal) x 80 mm (vertical)
coeffi. of expansion: 4.6x10"6/°k
ALtoloidal = 4.6x10"6x 100x220

= 0.1012 (mm)
^vertical = 4 - 6 x 10"6X 100x80

= 0.0368 (mm)

backing plate
size: 300 mm (toloidal) x 778 mm (vertical)
coeffi. of expansion: 16.5x10" /°k
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ALtoloidai= 16.5x10 x 100x300
= 0.495 (mm)

ALvertical = 16.5xlO'6x 100x778
= 1.248 (mm)

Reaction load:
The loads due to a change of the induced current crosses the
toloidal and poloidal magnetic fields to produce the forces on the
tile and the backing plate shown in Fig.7-4.

Mn

F,

Bp=0.2T

B,=2.9T

I=7200A

• CTmaxf

Mn

(a) (b) (c)

Mz

\J

Fig.7-4 Load acted on the tile (a) and the backing plate (b)

p
= 72OO(A)xO.2(T)xO.22(m)+72OO(A)x2.9(T)xO.O8(m)
= 1987.2 (Nt)

Ft = 7200(A)x2.9(T)x0.778/2(m)
= 8122.32 (Nt)

Fp = 7200(A)x0.2(T)x0.3(m)
= 432(Nt)

Mn = 8122.32x30
= 243670 (N-cm)

Mz = 432x77.8
= 33610 (N-cm)

Tensile stress on the bolt fastening the tile to the backing plate
(extreme situation)

amax=f/A
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= 1987.2 /(0.0052x;c)
= 25.31 (MPa)

Tensile stress on the bolt fastening the backing plate to the
support structure (extreme situation)

amax=(Ft+Fp)/A
= (8122.32+432) / (0.0052x7tx2)
= 54.59 (MPa)

Torque and bending stress on the backing plate (extreme
situation: the backing plate without any bolt screwed)

x = M /W
lmax l v l n ' v v n

= 243670x107(30x1.5 xl/3)
= 108 (MPa)

a = Mz / Wz

= 33610 xl04/(30xl.52x 1/6)
= 29.88 (MPa)

amax=a/2+V[(a/2)2+imax
2]

= 29.88/2+V[(29.88/2)2+1082]
= 124 (MPa) <[ab] = 176 (MPa)
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Fig.7-1 Inboard limiter system in the 90° torus vessel (including four inboard limiter units)
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8. Poloidal Limiter
Eight poloidal limiters, 25.55° and 64.45° apart respectively, are

distributed on the outer wall of the vessel in toloidal midplane to protect
the vessel wall and diagnostic instruments from plasma radiation of
relatively low level shown in Fig.0-1. The facing plasma surface of each
limiter is cylindrical, i.e. straight in toloidal, 263 mm for four poloidal
limiters and 400 mm for other four ones, and circular 78° in poloidal.

8.1. Design Requirements

1) Transported power 0.21 MW, the poloidal limiter should be
withstand the heat flux of 0.15 MW/m and the temperature of
50°C on the facing plasma surface. The dynamic load on the
limiter is negotiable.

2) Materials used will be non-magnetic with low magnetic
permeability, low activation, compatible with attaining a bakeout
temperature of 250°C, temperature difference of 100°C and UHV
condition of 10" Torr.

3) remotely to install/remove the poloidal limiter to the support
structure and the tiles to the backing plate through the midplane
ports, and provide an alignment of each limiter with the vessel.

4) Combination of rigid and sliding supports make the poloidal
limiter not only to be fixed on local position in the vessel but also
slightly extend in both toloidal and poloidal directions to
compensate the errors caused by thermal expansion and
installation.

5) The poloidal limiters are designed to be electrically insulated to
stop the current flow from passing vacuum vessel.

8.2. Design Description
Fig.8-1 shows a mechanical scheme of the poloidal limiter. Each

poloidal limiter consists of fourteen tiles, a backing plate and a support
structure — four posts/one rail. The graphite tiles cover the surface of the
stainless steel backing plate and are fastened to maintain contact pressure
on the contact interface by bolts/wave washers. Each tile can be
individually installed/removed and is free to grow tangentially to its
attach points caused by thermal expansion. The backing plate is tightly
bolted to the rail at its centre point to become a rigid support and flexibly
hung to the posts by pins/spring wave washers at its four corners. This
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support structure allows the backing plate to growth ±1 mm in any
direction. The rail and posts are welded on the vessel. The pins/washers
are coated with alumina to stop current flow from the vessel. Assembling
the poloidal limiter must meet the following requirements:

1) Locating the support structure inside vessel should make an
alignment to the magnetic field lines

2) The undulation of the backing plate is less than ±1 mm in both
toloidal and poloidal directions

3) The tile level differences on the high heat flux surface is less than
0.2 mm

4) The gap between tiles in both toloidal and poloidal directions is
0.5 mm

8.3. Main Parameters

Material:
Tile: Graphite
Backing plate: SUS316
Support: Inconel
Insulator: Alumina

Maximum power transported to poloidal limiter:
Peak head flux:
Temperature on tile surface:

Weight:

0.21 MW
0.15 MW/m2

50°C

MOO'= Mtile + M,backing plate + M,support

= (2x20xl0)xl4xl.85
+(2x58x7ix2x34
x78/360)x7.9+
(1.52XTUX7)X6X7.9

=10360+42395+2344
= 55 (kg)

3 = Mti|e + Mbb a c k i n g p l a t e

^ ssupport

= (2xl3.15xl0)xl4xl.85
+(2X58XTCX2X20X78/360)

x7.9+(1.52x7tx7)x6x7.9
= 6812+24938+2344
= 34 (kg) Fig.8-2 load on the post support
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= (M4oo + M263 )x4
= (55+34)x4
= 356 (kg)

Expansion of graphite tile in toloidal direction and stainless steel backing
plate in poloidal direction caused by bakeout temperature difference of
100°C.

AL = a • AT. L
ALgraphitetile = 4.6xl0-6xl00x200

= 0.0092 (mm)

ALbacking piate = 9.6x1 0"6X100X(2X58XTIX78/360)

= 0.76 (mm)

Stress on the support caused itself weights.

Bending stress at point A shown in Fig.8-2

°max = Mmax / W z

= llx7/(33x7Cx/32)

= 29 (kg/cm2) = 2.85 (MPa)

Shearing stress at point B shown in Fig.8-2

= ll/(0.752x7i)
6.23 (kg/cm2) = 0.61 (Mpa)
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Fig.8-1 Poloidal limiter: 1) graphite tile, 2) backing plate, 3) rail, 4) sliding support, 5) rigid support,
6) post, 7) spring wave washers



9. Movable Limiter
To limit the primary plasma space, two movable limiters 180°

apart located at the midplane outer port of the vessel are equipped in the
KT-2 tokamak. Each limiter can be moved radially over a 15 cm distance
and pumping throat gap can be adjusted in a range of 0~3 cm. The blade
of each limiter head provides a total of 0.54 m of plasma limiting
surface area capable of absorbing 4.8 MW.

9.1. Design Requirements

1. To control both energy and particle fluxes, the limiter should
be designed to be moved radially over a 15 cm distance.

2. The pumping throat gap between the limiter head and the
rectangular tank can be adjusted in a range of 0~3 cm.

3. To absorb and remove the power of 4.8 MW, the limiter head
should be cooled by the water with a flow velocity of 10 m/s
and a pressure of 20 bar.

4. To reduce plasma impurities and control plasma density as an
experiment, the limiter must be equipped with a NEG pump
with a speed 11000 1/s for H2 at a pressure 3xlO"6 torr.

5. The limiter head must be instrumented with thermocouples to
monitor the temperature of the plasma limiting surface.

6. The entire limiter system must be leak tight to the specification
of the vacuum vessel and leak checking incorporated into the
design and manufacturing of all vacuum weld.

7. The limiter head structures should be design to withstand the
peak heat flux of 9.7 MW/ra2 and the temperature 2000°C.

8. During operation of the tokamak, parts of the limiter assembly
are at different potential. Arcing must be prevented between
the components by including electrical breaks and insulation at
the necessary location.

9.2. Design Description

The movable limiter consists of six major system:

1. main move actuation mechanism
2. adjusting system for pumping throat gap
3. limiter head assembly
4. NEG pump
5. cooling system
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6. diagnostic thermocouples
7. support structures

Fig.9-1 shows a side view of the movable limiter.

9.2.1. Main move actuation mechanism

The main move actuation mechanism consists of a load plate, two
connected pipes, two sets of ball screw-nuts, a grear system, a
rectangular tank, two guiding shafts with linear ball bearings and two
threaded rod with jam nuts. Fig.9-2 shows a side view of the main move
actuation mechanism, two pipes 6.3 cm in diameter penetrate the
racetrack-shape vacuum flange and are sealed by welded stainless steel
stroking bellows. The ends of two pipes outside vacuum are bolted onto
the load plate via flanges and ones inside vacuum are connected with the
rectangular tank which supports the limiter structure. Two set of ball
screw-nuts actuated by a servomotor via a gearbox and a gear system
drive the movement of the load plate which makes the rectangular tank
and the limiter head to be retracted beyond the midplane outer port and
inserted into the vessel radially 15 cm. The load plate is guided by two
linear ball bearing along two shafts and mechanically locked on place
after actuating using the jam nuts on two threaded rods. The shafts and
the threaded rods are fixed between the racetrack-shape vacuum flange
and the mounting plate. With this arrangement, the threaded rods provide
the load reaction path for all operational loads on the limiter through the
jam nuts against the load plate. And the most parts of the mechanism are
outside the vacuum vessel allowing the use of standard components and
lubrication for actuating. The standard components used in the
mechanism are listed at the following table.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

component name
D.C servomotor
gearbox
linear ball bearing
ball bearing
ball bearing
ball bearing
ball screw-nut

specification
MT30R4-37
2/1 kG Ratio 100:1
LM35/SF35-750L
7010A
7004A
6004
BSF2505A+750 C5

quantity
1
1
2
2
4
2
2

appendix
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The maximum movement velocity of the limiter head:

V = Speed motor x Ratio gearbox x Ratio gear system x Pitch
= 3800 x 1/100 x 1/2x0.5

screw
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= 9.5 (cm/min)

The movement transportation path:

D.C servomotor
max. speed: 3800 rpm

GEARbox
ratio: 100:1

ratio 2:1 GEAR
Z=100

ratio 2:1

PINION 1
Z=50

PINION2
Z=50

Ball screw nut
pitch=5 mm

Ball screw nut
pitch=5 mm

Rectangular tank

Limiter structure

9.2.2. Adjusting system for pumping throat gap

The Adjusting system for pumping throat gap consists of a L-
shape guiding mechanism with a carriage and a pair of linear bearing-
trackways, a hollow shaft, a ball screw mechanism and rectangular
frame. Fig.9-3 shows a side view of the adjusting system. The hollow
shaft 8.6 cm in diameter penetrates the racetrack-shape vacuum flange.
Its vacuum tight connection is sealed by two welded stainless steel
bellows, the long stroking bellows provides a seal for the main
movement between the load plate and the racetrack vacuum flange while
the short one for the adjusting movement between the load plate and the
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hollow shaft. The end of hollow shaft inside vacuum is bolted onto the
rectangular frame ,which integrates with a NEG pump and limiter head,
and the outside one is connected with the carriage via a special flange.
The L-shape guiding mechanism is mounted on the load plate. The ball
screw-nut actuated by a D.C. servomotor via a gearbox drives the
carriage to move along the linear bearing-trackways, which makes an
adjustment of the pumping throat gap in a range of 3 cm. With this
arrangement, the hollow shaft provide the load reaction path for all
operational loads on the limiter through the L-shape guiding mechanism
against the load plate. And the most parts of the mechanism are outside
the vacuum vessel allowing the use of standard components and
lubrication for actuating. The standard components used in the
mechanism are listed at the following table.

No
1
2
3
4

component name
D.C servomotor
gearbox
ball trackway
ball screw-nut

specification
MT30R4-37
2/1 kG Ratio 100:1
VR6-130H
BTF2505A+150L

quantity
1
1
2
I

appendix
1
2
8
9

The movement transportation path:

D.C servomotor
max. speed: 3800 rpm

GEARbox
ratio: 100:1

Ball screw nut
pitch=5mm

Rectangular frame

Limiter head
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The maximum movement velocity of the limiter head:

V = Speed motor x Ratio gearbox x Pitch screw

= 3800 x 1/100 x0.5
= 19 (cm/min)

9.2.3. Limiter head assembly

Fig.9-4 shows a module of the limi ter head assembly. It consists
of a bac king plate with water cooling channel of 8x 8 mm , a cover 5
mm in thickness for seal ing water and three tiles 125x90x20 mm3 in
dimension. They are integrated by brazing as Fig.9-5 showing. A basic
block is designed with a curved surface on one side and a rectangular
flange connected to the rectangular frame of the adjusting system on the
other side. Sixteen modules mounted on a special clamping are machined
to match the curved surface of the basic block on the backing plate side
and then fixed tightly with the basic block by bolts, as shown in Fig.9-6.
The limiter head assembly is rectangular when viewed from the plasma
with dimension of 100 cm toloidally by 54 cm poloidally, which will
withstand the peak heat flux 9.7 MW/m2 and the temperature 2000°C.
The limiter head surface can be retracted and inserted radially in the
vacuum vessel at a total range of 18 (15+3) cm.

Tile

Water channel

Fig.9-4 A module of the limiter head assembly
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9.2.4. NEG pump

Taking into account the impurities as the limiter operating in
addition to a steady thermal outgassing, the movable limiter is equipped
with a Lumped nonevaporable getter (NEG) pump. The NEG pump
consists of 10 wafer modules (St 101 WP 1250 or St 707 WP 1250 from
SAES getter) which are made of NEG strips each about 3 m long. The
dimensions of each wafer module are 30mm x 50mm x 250mm as shown
in Fig.9-6. The 10 modules are set two rows to be installed
symmetrically at longer rims of the rectangular frame and housed by the
rectangular tank. The distances are 90 mm between both module rows
and 68 mm between the module row and the rectangular tank wall
respectively. Therefore both sides of each module row contribute to the
pumping action of the NEG pump. The getter surface area of each
module is 0.15 m and total 1.5 m to NEG pump. The dimensions of the
rectangular tank, which serves to the NEG pump chamber, are 286mm x
486mm x 500mm. The pumping throat gap between the rectangular tank
and the limiter head assembly can be adjusted from 460 cm2 to 0. The
electrical cables from the modules come through a connected pipe to be
brazed to a feedthough at their terminals. The feedthough connects
electrically the power supply outside vacuum with the NEG modules
inside vacuum, which is necessary to activate and operate the NEG
pump. The other connected pipe is used to install a pre-pump,
turbomolecular pump (TMP), of the NEG pump. Fig.9-7 shows
schematically the NEG pump. The getter material St 101 or St 707 is
suitable for pumping all active gases especially H2 and its isotopes. A
diffusion process of the chemisorbed gases into the bulk of the getter
material is promoted and the surface can be maintained sufficiently clean

325
295
250

Fig.9-6 a wafer module of the NEG pump
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to exhibit a constant pumping speed for a much longer time in a
temperature range 200~400°C. The main parameters of the modules are
listed at the following table .

Getter material
Surface area of strip (m^)
Substrate thickness (mm)
Powder coating thickness (microns)
Total mass of getter material (g)
Electrical resistance (Q)
Total weight (g)
Pumping speed of module at test
pressure 3x10 torr (1/sec)

H2

CO

St 101 WP 1250
0.15
0.20
70
51
0.28
445

1100(400°C)
564 (400°C)

St 707 WP 1250
0.15
0.20
70
58
0.28
450

700 (280°C)
360 (280°C)

Assuming that the absorbing property of all wafer modules is uniform
over the pumping channel, an equation representing the pumping speed
of NEG pump, SP, at the pumping throat gap as a function of the
pumping speed of the wafer module, Sm, is given by

SP = SNCp/(SN+CP)
SN = ST/k.tanhk
ST = NSm, k = V ST/CC

where N: number of wafer modules in the NEG pump
Cc: conductance of the pumping channel
CP: conductance of the pumping throat gap

.limiter head

rectangular tank

Fig.9-8 simplified module for pumping speed
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According above equations and the simplified module, a pumping speed
evaluation of NEG pump (made of wafer modules St 101 WP 1250 and
St 707 WP 1250, respectively) is made for H2 and CO under a vacuum
condition of 3x10"
table:

torr (1/sec). The results are listed at the following

parameters

Sm (1/sec)
SP (1/sec)

k
N
Cc (1/sec)

Cp (1/sec)
SP (1/sec)

evaluation results of the NEG pump (3xl0~° torr)
module St 101 WP 1250

H2 (400°C)
1100
10742
0.256
10
168100
29443
7870

CO (400°C)
564
5257
0.354
10
44900
7865
3150

module St 101 WP 1250
H2 (280°C)

700
6897
0.204
10
168100
29443
5588

CO (280°C)
360
3510
0.283
10
44900
7865
2427

9.2.5. Cooling system

As mentioned at the section 9.2.3, the module of the limiter head
assembly consists of a backing plate, a cover and three tiles. The cooling
channel, square 8mm x 8mm, is integrally machined into the backing
plate as shown Fig.9-4. Four stainless steel pipes, diameter 25mm, are
connected to both ends of each cooling channel of 16 modules and run
symmetrically to a special manifold on the back side of the limiter head.
Two tubes, diameters 36mm and 56mm, are arranged concentrically to be
wolded at the entrance and exit points of the special manifold
respectively. The tubles pass through the hollow shaft and a vacuum
barrier to be disconnected fittings on the outside using Conflat flanges. A
ceramic break is added to the waterline on the outside to provide the
required electrical insulation. Fig.9-9 shows a mechanical scheme of the

s p —

limiter module

/

s

/
cooling channel

/ /

r
K

->

1 _

\

concentric tubes

\

r
\.

\

—1
r

\

four pipes

J

Fig.9-10 Coolant flow schematic of the movable limiter
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cooling system. Fig.9-10 shows the coolant flow schematic of the
movable limiter. the de-ionized water is desidned for 10 m/sec flow rate
with a system pressure drop of 10 bar to cool the limiter head which will
withstand peak heat flux 9.7 MW and the temperature 2000°C.
The system pressure drop is represented by

Ap

• p/2

Basing on the simplified module as shown in Fig.9-11, the parameters at
above formula are selected and calculated in the following table:

No

( i )
1
2
3
4
5

*i

0.031
0.034
0.050
0.034
0.031

1.8

i.i

1.0

1.0
1.1

Che
l i

cm
100
40
193
40
100

di
cm
3.6
2.5
0.8
2.5
3.6

Ai
cm2

10.2
4.91
0.64

4.91
10.2

P
g/cm3

1

1

1

1

1

z8
g/cm7

0.0094
0.0320
16.920
0.0320
0.0094

[No 3 [|No 3 ||No 3 ||No 3 |[NO 3 ||No 3 |[NO 3 | |NO 3 | JNo 3 [|No 3 ||No 3 ||No 3 ||No 3 ||No 3 | |NO 3 ||No 3

N o 4 N o 4

No 5

where:
Ap:

Q:'

1,:

Fig.9-11 simplified calculation module for cooling system

pressure drops of coolant (ubar & atm)
flow resistance (g/cm )
flow volume (cm /sec)
resistant coefficient
partial resistant coefficient
round resistant coefficient
branching resistant coefficient
bellows resistant coefficient
pipe length (cm)
pipe diameter (cm)
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p:

IZ

Ap

cross area of pipe (cm )
density of coolant (g/cm )

= l/(8/Vz3)2 = Z3/64

..3 = 2Z2 + Z3 / 64

= 2Z, + (2Z2 + Z3/64)/4
= (16.92 + 128 x 0.032) / 256 + 2 x 0.0094
= 0.10089

= SZj . Q2

- 0.10089 x(10200)2

= 10496596 (dyn/cm2)
= 10.5 (atm)

9.2.6. Diagnostic thermocouple

Three thermocouples monitor the temperature of the limiter head.
They are mounted within a poloidal cross section of the limiter head, one
is at the middle point and other two ones at upper and lower edge points
respectively as shown in Fig.9-12. the detectors of the thermocouples are
fixed detachablly on the back side of the limiter head. The thermocouple
wires come into the same connected pipe as the NEG pump electrical
supply cable and are brazed to a feedthrough flange which is used as
electrical vacuum seal.

F VIEV
Scale 8=1

poloidal cross section
of limiter head thermocouple

detachable fixed
assembly

Fig.9-12 thermocouple for monitoring temperature of limiter head
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9.2.7. Limiter support and guiding structure

Two midplane outer port duct 180° apart at the vessel, dimension
350mm(W) x 610mm(H), is the fundamental support of the limiter
structure. Its length in poloidal direction is lengthened 200mm versus
normal ones and strengthened on the vessel by four ribs. Eight beams are
welded symmetrically inside wall of the port duct. The rectangular tank
provides a strong and stiff hollow shaft to be supported at its both ends
by sixteen sets of ball bearing assemblies and guided on the beams for
main movement. The bearing pivots are coated with alumina to serve the
electrical break from the port duct and vessel. The rectangular frame is

weight of limither
structure including
NEG pump

torque on limiter
head caused by
induced current

rectangular frame

axial load on limiter
head caused by
induced current

two linear bearing
trackways

rectangular tank

sixteen ball bearing
assemblies

hollow shaft

carraige and trackway
with lock block

load plate

threaded rods with
jam nuts

port duct and vacuum vessel

Fig.9-13 block sketch of the path transferred loads
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supported and guided through using two set of linear bearing-trackways,
which are bolted on the wall of the rectangular tank, to slide relative the
rectangular tank. The sixteen sets of ball bearing assemblies and two set
of linear bearing-trackways react loads applied in any direction including
the weight of the limiter structure and the torque about the axis caused by
a change of induced current on the limiter head during a plasma
disruption, except axial load which acts on the threaded rods via the lock
block of the adjusting system and the jam nuts of the main move
actuation mechanism. Fig.9-13 shows a block sketch of the path
transferred loads.

1. Working loads

1) Weight:

Mhead = Hile + Mcopper + M s u s

= 12.5x9x2xl.8x48+(12.5x9x3x48-193x0.64) x8.9
+12.5x9x2.5x7.9x48

= 19.44+144+107
= 270 (kg)

Msp, = Mbearing + Mtank + Mframe + Hrackway
= 0.88xl6+(50+30)x2x40x0.5x7.9+30xl 1x2x7.9

+(36+18)x2x32.4x0.5x7.9+(40+17)x2x2.5x3x7.9
+(14.5x6.4+7.5x2.4)x20.4x2x7.9

= 14+31+20+24
= 89 (kg)

MNEGpump = 30x3x3x7.9+450x10
= 6 (kg)

M^iing = Mmanifold + Mpipe + Mflange + Mwat

- 0.62+(4+6)x7t xO.2xl 10x7.9+(4 +1.82)x7ix2x7.9
+193x0.64+32xl20

= 0.62+5.5+2.6+1.2
= 10 (kg)

Mactuation = Mplate + M r o d
 + Mbellows + M g e a r + M g e a r b o x

+ Mmotor + Mflange

= (2+2.5+2.8)x40x66x7.9+l .752x7tx77x6x7.9+(4.5x2
+6.8+15)+( 1 02+52X2)XTUX 1.5x7.9+5x2+8.3x2+7

= 152+35+30+5.6+10+16.6+7
= 256 (kg)

Mduct = Mflange + Mchamber + ^-bem
= (66x40-61 x35)x2.8x7.9+(66+40)x2x36x0.5x7.9
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+5x2.5x35x7.9x8
= 69 (kg)
= 270+89+6+10+256+69
= 375 + 325
=700 (kg) = 6860 (N)

2) Vacuum force on the bellows
2 2

^vacuum = 9 X7ixl + 6 X7TXlx2
= 480 (kg) = 4708 (N)

3) Reaction load caused by induced current

Forces acting on the movable limiter head caused by the change of
induced current during a plasma disruption is shown in Fig.9-14.

BP=0.3 T

1=300 A

(a) (b)

Fig.9-14 forces acting on the movable limiter head:
(a) forces on the a backing plate, (b) forces on the basic block.

on the backing plate (one limiter unit)

ft = 3000(A)x2.4(T)x0.135(m)
= 972(N)

fp = 3000(A) xO.3(T)xO.125(m)
= 112.5(N)

on the basic block

Ft = 3000(A)x2.4(T)x0.27(m)
= 1944(N)

Fp = 3000(A)x0.3(T)xl(m)
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= 900 (N)

2. Working stress and condition

1) Tensile stress on the stainless steel bolt fixed the backing plate
shown in Fig.9-14 (a) (extreme condition)

G = N/A = (972+1 12.5)/(0.0052XTI)

= 13.8 (MPa) < [a]=550 (MPa)

2) Torque stress on stainless steel basic block shown in Fig.9-14 (b)

^max^ (1944x0.27) / (l/3xlxO.O152)
= 7 (MPa)

3) Shearing stress on the
pivot of the support
bearing assembly caused
by the weight and torque
shown inFig.9-15
(extreme condition)

Tmax=F/A
= (375x9.8/2+

1944x0.27/0.54)
/(2x52x7i)

= 17 9 (MPa^
^ ' Fig.9-15 force on the pivot of support bearing assembly

4) Dynamic load on the ball
screw of the main movement shown in Fig.9-16 (b)

P = FV + FW

= 4708/9.8+631x0.005
= 484 (kgf) < 2Ca = 1300 (kgf)

5) Dynamic load on the ball screw of the adjusting movement shown
in Fig.9-16 (a)

P = FV + FW + FT

= 254+63 lx0.005+(254+631x0.005) x 104x0.005/60
= 260 (kgf) < Ca = 650 (kgf)

6) Working torque on the servomotor shown in Fig.9-16 (b)

P = 4739 (N)
Pt = 4739xsinl0°=823(N)
Pn= 4739xcosl0°=4667 (N)
Pr= 4667x0.005=24 (N)
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= 823+24=847(N)
Ft = F/cosl0°=860(N)
T = 860x0.0125=10.75 (Nm)

on the servomotor driving main movement
Tmotor = T/ratio

= 10.75/200=0.054 (Nm) < [T] = 3.5 (Nm)

on the servomotor driving adjusting
T/ratio
= 10.75/100=0.1075 (Nm) < [T] = 3.5 (Nm)

Tmotor = T/ratio

104

s

p,

(a) (b)

Fig.9-16 simplified calculation modules: (a) on the ball screw
of adjusting movement, (b) on the ball screw of main movement

9.3. Design Parameters

Summarising various design parameters of the movable limiter are
presented following.

Material:
tile
backing plate
support structure
cooling pipe
insulator
bellows
bearing (in vacuum)

actuation (out vacuum)
gear system
NEG wafer module

weight of each movable limiter
main movement ranee at radius

CFC (carbon fibres composite)
TZM
Inconel
SUS316L
alumina
SUS316L
Nimonic 80 A
Stellite or WC
SUS304
SUS410
Stl01orSt707

700 kg
15 cm
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adjusting range of the pumping throat gap
max. heat load flux
max. temperature on the limiter head
max. speed of the servomotor

max. velocity
of main movement
of adjusting throat gap

dynamic load on the ball screw
of main movement
of adjusting throat gap

continuous stall torque of the servomotor
ratio of the gear system

of main movement
of adjusting throat gap

NEG pump:
material of wafer module
number of wafer module
pumping speed for He (at 3x 10" torr)

ofStlOl WP 1250
ofSt 707 WP 1250

cooling water:
inlet pressure
inlet temperature
flow velocity
system pressure drop

vacuum condition
bakeout temperature
max. temperature difference
max. helium leak rate

3 cm
9.7 MW/ra2

2000°C
3800 rpm

9.5 cm/min
19 cm/min

484 kgf
260 kgf

3.5 Nm

200:1
100:1

StlOl orSt707
10

7870 1/sec
5588 1/sec

20 bar
20°C
10 m/sec
10.2 bar

10"8torr
250°C
100°C
1x10" mbar. 1/sec
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Fig.9-1 A side view of the movable limiter: 1) main move actuation mechanism, 2) adjusting system for pumping
throat gap, 3) support structure, 4) NEG pump, 5) cooling system, 6) limiter head assembly, (the diagnostic thermocouple is
not shown in the fig).
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Fig.9-2 A side view of the main move actuation mechanism: 1) mounting
plate, 2) threaded rod, 3) ball screw-nut, 4) load plate, 5) jam nut, 6) connected pipe,
7) guiding shaft with linear ball bearing, 8) rectangular tank, 9) D.C. servomotor, 10)
gear system, 10a) gear, 10b) pinion, 11) gearbox.
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Fig.9-3 A side view of the adjusting system for pumping throat gap: 1)
D.C servomotor, 2) short welded belloms, 3) long welded stroking bellows, 4) hollow
shaft, 5) rectangular frame, 6) gearbox, 7) ball screw-nut set, 8) carriage, 9) ball
bearing-trackway set, 10) L-shape guiding mechanism
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Fig.9-5 the limiter head assembly: 1) 48 tiles, 2) 16 covers, 3) 16 backing plates, 4)
basic block



Fig.9-7 NEG pump and limiter guiding & support structure: 1) pumping throat gap, 2) limiter head, 3) beam, 4)
rectangular tank, 5) port duct, 6) rectangular frame, 7) wafer modules, 8) ball bearing assembly, 9) linear bearing & trackway



front side of backing plate back side of backing plate

Fig.9-9 the mechanical scheme of the movable limiter cooling system:
1) cooling channels, 2) four pipes, 3) special manifold, 4) concentric tubes, 5) Conflat
flange
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10. Cryopump System
A liquid helium cooled cryocondensation pump located under the

outer divertor is designed to provide density control in plasma shapes
and to limit the impurities entering the plasma core at each outer divertor
strike point. Gas from the divertor region and exhaust particles from the
plasma scape off layer are actively pumped by cryocondensation onto the
liquid helium pumping surface at 4.3 K.

10.1. Design requirements

1) The liquid nitrogen shields is designed to cool down from 300 K in
30 min and the helium tube will chill down from 300 K to 4 K in
4.5 min once the nitrogen shields are cooled.

2) The helium tube of the cryopump is subjected to: steady state heat
load due to conduction and radiated heat transfer; resistive heating
due to currents induced during a plasma shot cycle; heating due to
particles loading.

3) The support system must prevent impact of the helium tube and
the nitrogen shield over a range of vertical impulse loads. The
support for the nitrogen shield must also be sufficiently stiff in
vertical direction to preclude impact with adjacent components
while providing radial flexibility to allow a movement due to
thermal contraction.

4) The cryopump is designed to be toloidal continuous to lower the
voltage potential between the vessel wall and pump and so to
minimise risk of arcing due to small gap between them.

5) Materials used will be non-magnetic with low magnetic
permeability, low activation, compatible with UHV condition of
10'8Torr.

10.2 Design Description

Fig. 10-1 shows partially the layout of the cryocondensation pump,
of which structure is similar to one of the Dlll-D tokamak. The pump is
composed of series of concentric Inconel 625 tubes which are wound a
continuous ring and placed under the outer divertor to be protected from
plasma flux line strike and radiated heat load. A 9.6 m long, 2.5 cm
diameter Inconel tube filled with liquid helium provides 0.753 m of
pumping surface. It is surrounded by liquid nitrogen-cooled shields to
provide protection from energetic particles and limit the steady-state heat
load on the helium tube, and then covered by a radiation/particle shell to
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prevent energetic particles from releasing condensed water from the
nitrogen shields. The helium tube and the nitrogen shields are fabricated
in 120° toloidal section and welded together during installation inside the
vessel.

pump ring feedthrough bracket support

Fig.10-1 Partial view of layout of the cryopump system

Fig. 10-2 shows the support structure of the cryopump. The
radiation/particle shell is supported on the posts of the vessel wall by 32
hoop brackets (every toloidal 15°) while nitrogen shields are fixed to the
shell at same location. The hoop bracket geometry is selected as pump
support system because it allows for radial thermal contraction during
pump operation and acts as a stiff vertical spring limiting the deflection
of the cryopump from dynamic loads caused by plasma disruption. The
liquid helium tube is supported off the inner nitrogen shield by a spacer
every between two hoop bracket supports to provide a long heat leak
path while keeping capability for withstanding required load.

The cryopump is supplied with a steady flow of liquid helium and
nitrogen by a feedthrough penetrating a vertical port of the vessel. A
concentric tube configuration is chosen for the feedthrough as shown in
Fig. 10-3. The concentric helium tubes are surrounded by a nitrogen
shield. The inlet liquid helium flows through the inner tube and the outlet
helium flows between the inner and outer concentric tubes. This return
helium provides subcooling to the helium supplied to the pump due to
the outlet flow being at a lower pressure. The nitrogen inlet and outlet
tubes are plug welded to the nitrogen shield to cool the shield for limiting
the heat load to the helium. A thin-wall tube with a baffle at an end is
used to connected the feedthrough to the Conflant flange, the baffle
isolates the vacuum from atmosphere while the thin-wall tube provides a
long heat leak path. There is a formed bellows between the Conflant
flange of the feedthrough and the vessel port for a flexible connection.
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concentric tubes

formed bellows

thin-wall tube

conflant flange

vacuum chamber

nitrogen shield

inlet helium tube

inlet nitrogen tube

utlet helium tube

outlet nitrogen tube

Fig. 10-3 Feedthrough configuration of the cryopump

10.3. Main Parameters

Material:

pump bodies:
bracket support:
insulator:
coolant:

Inconel 625
Inconel/SUS316L
Alumina
Helium/Nitrogen

Diameter of liquid helium tube:
Radius of cryopump ring:
Liquid helium pumping surface:
Liquid helium flow rate:
Inlet pressure of liquid helium:
Inlet temperature of liquid helium:

25 mm
1528 mm
0.753 m2

10 g/sec
115 KPa
4K

Maximum vertical displacement of helium tube:
Maximum vertical displacement of nitrogen shield:

Weight:

<4mm
< 2.5 mm

^inconel tubes ^support ^"feedthrough

= (2.5+6+8.5)x3.14x(153x2x3.14)x0.15x8.43
+5412+3180

= 64.86+5.41+3.18
= 73.45 (kg)

Hotel = Mpump x 2

= 73.45x2
= 146.9 (kg)
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* Some of design requirements and main parameters given above is to
refer to the cryopump design of Dlll-D tokamak.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Bracket support

Post of vessel wall

Fixed block

Spacer

Radiation/particle self

Nitrogen shields

Helium tube

Nitrogen tubes

Fig.10-2 Support s t ruc tures of cryopump: (a) bracket support for cryopump to vessel wall
(b) spacer support for helium tube to nitrogen shield (c) cryopump structure



ANNEX DRAWING

PLASMA FACING COMPONENT

Poloidal cross section view of vacuum
vessel protection system 1

Toloidal cross section view of 90 torus
vacuum vessel protection system 1
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ANNEX DRAWING

OUTER DIVERTOR

Outer divertor arrangement 1
Outer divertor unit 2
Outer divertor support 2
Outer divertor module 6
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ANNEX DRAWING

INNER DIVERTOR

Inner divertor arrangement 1
Inner divertor unit 2
Inner divertor support 2
Inner divertor module 6
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ANNEX DRAWING

NEUTRAL BAFFLE

Neutral baffle arrangement 1
Neutral baffle unit 2
Neutral baffle support 2
Neutral baffle module 6
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ANNEX DRAWING

COOLING SYSTEM

Cooling system arrangement 2
Cooling unit 1
Cooling unit support 2
Cooling unit feedthrough 2
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NOTES:
1. The vocuum vessel is separated by Ihe horizontal

middle plan into Iwo symmetrical sections: upper
vessel and lower vessel

2. The drawing shows Ihe arrangement of cool-pipe-
line in each vessel

3. Cool-pipe-line is made of 8 individual circuits

4. Rocetrock porl1-port8 ore used for inlet & out-
let feedlhrough of water circulolion

COOL-line-in- vessel
C Y Xu 1996 8 20
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NOTES:

1. The cooling system of KT-2 includes two identical
cool-lines located at upper and lower of in-vessel
respectively

2. Each cool-line is made of 8 individual circuits
3. Each circuit occupies 45 degree of the vessel in

toroidal direction
4. Each circuit has 6 inlet & 6 outlet manifolds to

connect with:
2 inner diver lor units
2 outer diver lor units
2 neutral baffle units

•each unit of them is 22.5 degree in toroidal
direction

COOL-ling
C Y Xu 1996 8 20
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ANNEX DRAWING

PASSIVE PLATE & OUTER BAFFLE

Passive plate & outer baffle unit 1
Passive plate & outer baffle support 1
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NOTES:
SpU: rigid support
Spf1.2.3.5.6.7.8: flexible support
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ANNEX DRAWING

INBOARD LIMITER

Inboard limiter arrangement 1
Inboard limiter unit 2
Inboard limiter support 1
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ANNEX DRAWING

POLOIDAL LIMITER

Poloidal limiter arrangement 1
Poloidal limiter 2
Poloidal limiter support 1
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ANNEX DRAWING

MOVABLE LIMITER

Movable limiter assembly 1
Main move mechanism 2
Adjusting system for throat gap 1
Limiter head assembly 5
NEG pump 2
Cooling system 1
Diagnostic thermocouple 1
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ANNEX DRAWING

CRYOPUMP SYSTEM

Cryopump arrangement 1
Cryopump support 1
Cryopump feedthrough 1
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